1. Introduction

Extreme laser peak intensities can be produced with current laser technology, using both the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique (Strickland & Mourou, 1985) and Ti:Sapphire amplification crystals (Le Blanc et al., 1993). Laser systems using this technology are commercially providing instantaneous power in excess of 100 TW with a laser pulse duration ∼30 fs and energy per pulse of several Joules. By focusing these pulses to a few µm spot size, high intensity laser matter interaction studies are now routinely performed at peak intensities of $10^{18} - 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$.

For fundamental physics research, increased laser intensities enhances current interaction processes and can lead to new and more efficient interaction regimes. A peak intensity above $10^{22}$ W/cm$^2$ has already been reported by Yanovsky et al. (Yanovsky et al., 2008) and a facility such as the Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) (Gerstner, 2007) envisions peak intensities in the range of $10^{23}$ W/cm$^2$ which are needed for experiments on radiation reaction effects (Zhidkov et al., 2002).

For applications development, recent progress of laser systems combining high intensity and high repetition rate have attracted considerable interest for the production of solid target based secondary sources where high mean brightness is required. In high field science, this includes bright x-ray sources (Chen et al., 2004; Schnürer et al., 2000; Teubner et al., 2003; Thaury et al., 2007), high energy particle acceleration (Fritzler et al., 2003; Steinke et al., 2010; Zeil et al., 2010) and nuclear activation (Grillon et al., 2002; Magill et al., 2003).

To illustrate this interest for high peak intensities, recently published scaling laws for laser based proton acceleration on thin film solid targets (Fuchs et al., 2006) have shown that an important increase of the on target laser intensity is necessary to reach the expected energy required for biomedical application in the proton therapy field (60 - 250 MeV). Moreover, intensities greater than $10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$ will allow access to the non collisional shock acceleration regime where >100 MeV maximum energy protons could be produced (Silva et al., 2004).

For currently available peak intensities ($10^{18} - 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$ range), where the field strength is sufficient to accelerate particle to relativistic energies, the laser pulse contrast ratio (LPCR) is a crucial parameter to take into consideration. Considering the laser pulse intensity temporal profile, the LPCR is the ratio between its maximum (peak intensity) and any fixed delay before it. A low contrast ratio can greatly modify the dynamics of energy coupling between the
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laser pulse and the initial target by producing a pre-plasma that can change the interaction mechanism. This issue will be even more important for future laser systems with higher intensities. Thus, LPCR characterization and improvement are of great importance for such laser systems.

In this chapter, the second section presents the basic concepts: Laser Pulse Contrast Ratio, ionization and damage thresholds definitions. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of the typical structure and performances of a high power laser system based on CPA Ti:Sapphire technology which is currently the most popular way to reach high intensity at a high repetition rate. Section 4 presents the measurement techniques to characterize the pre-pulse, the Amplification of Spontaneous Emission (ASE), and the coherent contrast of a laser system. We can divide the pulse cleaning techniques that have been proposed to improve the LPCR into two categories: first those used before compression which mainly reduce pre-pulses and ASE; second those applied after compression which allow a coherent contrast enhancement.

In the first category, we present in section 5 the technique based upon high energy injection through saturable absorbers before power amplification and the technique based on cross wave polarization (XPW). To improve the coherent contrast, only the cleaning techniques used after pulse compression are efficient (second category); we detail in section 6 the techniques of second harmonic generation and the technique using plasma mirrors. We conclude this chapter in section 7.

2. Basic concepts

2.1 Laser Pulse Contrast Ratio (LPCR) definition

We define the LPCR as the ratio $R$ between the laser pulse peak intensity $I_{\text{peak}}$ and any pre-pulse or pedestal intensity $I_p$, i.e. $R = I_{\text{peak}} / I_p$. A low contrast ratio laser pulse can generate a pre-plasma before the arrival of the laser pulse peak intensity and completely change the interaction mechanism between the laser pulse and the initial target (Workman et al., 1996; Zhidkov et al., 2000). For high intensity laser systems using the CPA technique, several overlapping time scales of the intensity temporal profile should be distinguished, each corresponding to a specific source of LPCR degradation (Konoplov, 2000). On the ns time scale, from a few ns up to approximately 20 ns, insufficient contrast of the amplified laser pulse relative to neighbouring pulses could occur in the oscillator or a regenerative amplifier cavity resulting in pre-pulses. Below several ns, amplified fluorescence produced by the pumped crystal during the amplification process may propagate down the amplifier system; this Amplification of Spontaneous Emission (ASE) produces a plateau shaped ns pedestal. On the ps time scale, below a few 10’s of ps, imperfect pulse compression due to deficient laser spectrum manipulations results in a LPCR degradation close to the peak intensity. On this timescale, the LPCR is called the coherent contrast and corresponds to the rising edge of the laser pulse toward the peak intensity.

2.2 Target ionization and damage thresholds

When considering the effect of low LPCR, two target parameters are of importance: the ionization threshold and the damage threshold. The ionization threshold is intensity dependent. It corresponds to the ionization of the atomic species present in the target and production of a plasma; for example, the ionization threshold is close to $10^{12}$ W/cm$^2$ for metals and close to $10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$ for dielectrics targets. The presence of a pre-plasma near the target surface before the laser pulse peak intensity modifies the electron density gradient and the nature of the processes leading to laser energy absorption in the target. The damage
threshold is fluence dependent. It corresponds to the onset of a phase transition following energy deposition in the solid target and subsequent morphology change. This threshold is a function of the laser pulse duration and the nature of the target (bulk or thin film). For a low fluence, the value depends on the target material, the damage may affect only the first atomic layers such that the damage threshold may be difficult to characterize. A more precisely measured characteristic, used here, is the ablation threshold that corresponds to a strong solid to gas phase transition with ejection of matter. The ablation threshold has been covered in several papers; in metals, its value is close to a few J/cm² for laser pulse durations of approximately 1 ns (Cabalin et al., 1998; Corkum et al., 1988). Such a morphology change certainly affects the energy absorption process and may damage or destroy the target in some cases, such as thin foils or velvet targets (Kulcsár et al., 2000).

Pre-pulses incident on the target long before the peak intensity (several ns) can modify the target surface morphology or damage it. Thus, it is absolutely necessary to check the presence of any ns pre-pulses. This measurement has to be performed before every experimental measurement set as every alignment of the laser system can detune the Pockels cells or produce reflections that can increase laser pre-pulses. Usually the duration of the pre-pulses are in the sub-ns time range, and the ablation and ionization threshold are similar. Even if the ns pedestal is below the ionization threshold, the energy deposited over a few ns can be above the ablation threshold and can change the target morphology or damage it. Thus, it is important to check the pedestal temporal profile several ns before the laser peak intensity. A situation where the energy contained in the pedestal over a few ns is a problem is illustrated in section 5.1.

3. High intensity laser systems based on Ti:Sapphire technology

The architecture of a typical laser system based on CPA Ti:Sapphire technology with its amplification stages is shown in figure 1. In this example, the laser consists of: an oscillator; a grating based stretcher which increases the laser pulse duration; a regenerative amplifier; three multi-pass amplification stages to reach the final maximum laser pulse energy; and a grating compressor to restore the short laser pulse duration.

![Fig. 1. Architecture of a high intensity laser system. P.C. indicates the position of the Pockels cells in the laser system. Typical output energy and pulse duration (FWHM) are indicated at each location.](image_url)

The Ti:Sapphire oscillator operates at several 10’s of MHz repetition rate and generates laser pulses with a central operating wavelength close to 800 nm. It typically produces an initial pulse duration of 18 fs with 80-100 nm spectral bandwidth. An acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF) is usually used to control the spectral phase distribution of the pulse and compensate for the gain narrowing that occurs in the different amplification stages. It is
normally placed after the stretcher to control the spectral phase and amplitude distribution of the laser pulse. The grating based stretcher increases the laser pulse duration to \( \sim 250 \text{ ps} \) in order to reduce the peak intensity on the optical components during the energy amplification process. A 55 nm bandwidth FWHM can typically be achieved after compression. In a typical high power laser system, the minimum pulse duration routinely produced after compression is currently 25-30 fs. Note that the grating based compressor has to be located inside a vacuum chamber as the laser pulse instantaneous power after compression on the last grating is high enough that self-focusing could occur during propagation in air leading to pulse distortion and potential damage to the optics.

The regenerative cavity provides a high amplification factor of \( 10^5 - 10^6 \). Note that some laser systems do not use a regenerative amplifier but only multi-pass amplifiers (Pittman et al., 2002). In our example, the output energy of the first two multi-pass amplifiers is approximately 20 mJ and 400 mJ, respectively. The final amplification stage increases the laser pulse energy up to several Joules. This amplifier usually includes a large number of YAG pump laser, each typically providing close to 1 J in energy. The amplification crystals are usually water cooled except for the final stage which requires cryogenic cooling to avoid thermal lensing. As an example, a 30 fs laser pulse with an output energy of 3 J after compression corresponds to an instantaneous power of 100 TW.

Pockels cells are used through the laser system to isolate the main pulse and increase the LPCR: the first, the pulse picker reduces the laser repetition rate from the MHz range down to the Hz range; the second, at the entrance of the regenerative cavity, serves to seed it; the third, inside the regenerative cavity, allows the amplified pulse to exit and the fourth, between the regenerative cavity and the first multi-pass amplifier, reduces the pre-pulse level. These Pockels cells rotate the polarization and effectively isolate the amplified laser pulse with a typical switching time of approximately 4 ns. For a laser system with a power greater than 10 TW up to a few 100’s of TW, the laser repetition rate is typically 10 Hz.

We can illustrate the architecture of a high intensity laser with the performance of a commercially available system based on CPA Ti:Sapphire technology. The technical specifications of the 10 TW laser system of the Advanced Laser Light Source (ALLS) facility located in Varennes (Canada) are the following: the minimum pulse duration is 32 fs, limited by the gain narrowing occurring during the amplification; only two multi-pass amplifiers are used, providing 400 mJ before compression; the repetition rate is 10 Hz and the central wavelength is 800 nm.

4. Laser Pulse Contrast Ratio measurements techniques

4.1 Pre-pulse measurement by a fast photodiode

The pre-pulses in the nanosecond time range are usually detected at the nominal laser energy using the leakage through a high reflectivity mirror. A fast photodiode (typically a high-speed silicon photodiode with 1 ns rise time) coupled to neutral density (ND) filters calibrated at the laser wavelength are used to measure the ns pre-pulses. As the photodiode rise time is greater than the duration of any typical pre-pulse, the measured value corresponds to the integrated pre-pulse energy; it is important to measure the pre-pulse duration separately to determine its intensity and associated LPCR. Normally, the time delay between the pre-pulses and the peak intensity is fixed by the round trip time of the oscillator and the regenerative amplifier which is typically from a few ns up to 10’s of ns.

Again using the ALLS facility 10 TW laser system as example, the pre-pulses are generated by the regenerative amplifier cavity at 8 ns before the peak intensity of the laser pulse. The
time delay between these pre-pulses and the main amplified pulse is a multiple of a round trip inside the regenerative cavity, the first pre-pulse exits the cavity before the main pulse with one less round trip. The typical energy ratio between the amplified pulse maximum energy and the first pre-pulse is $3 \times 10^4$. The first pre-pulse duration is 500 fs corresponding to a LPCR of $4.7 \times 10^5$. The use of an additional Pockels cell after the regenerative cavity increases the LPCR of the pre-pulses by a factor 60 but has no effect on shorter timescales because of the limited rise time of the Pockels cells.

4.2 ASE and coherent contrast measurement using a high dynamic range third-order cross-correlator

![Fig. 2.](image)

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up for LPCR measurement of the laser system pulse pedestal and coherent contrast using a high dynamic range third order cross-correlator. The arrows illustrate the laser beam propagation path, the 800 nm beam is indicated in red, the 400 nm (second harmonic) in blue, and the 266 nm (third harmonic) in black. TFP1 and TFP2 are thin film polarizer, F is a set of calibrated filters, L/2 is a wave-plate; BBO1 and BBO2 are BBO crystals, D is a motorized delay line and CC is a corner cube, S is a slit to select the third harmonic beam, G a grating and PM the photo-multiplier detector.

The LPCR for the time range of a few ns is characterized using a high dynamic range third-order cross-correlator. For this measurement, part of the laser beam is usually sampled while the laser system is working at nominal energy or close to it. During the measurement, the last amplification stage can only be partly pumped, this does not significantly affect the final result as long as most of the amplification has been obtained (Kiriyama et al., 2010). The experimental set-up is described on figure 2. The sampled beam is divided using a polarizer beamsplitter (TFP2). The reflected part is frequency doubled using a 200 µm thick type I BBO crystal and reflected by a motorized delay line (D). The transmitted part at the fundamental frequency is directed toward a corner cube (CC). Both beams are then combined in a non-collinear geometry into a 100 µm thick type II BBO crystal to generate the third harmonic. The 266 nm third harmonic is separated from the other wavelengths using a grating and recorded by a photomultiplier.

The use of calibrated neutral density filters allows the cross-correlator to cover a dynamic range typically of 12 decades. The range of the motorized delay line (D) is limited to 600 ps in the standard commercial cross-correlator. In routine use, usually only the pedestal
level several 10's of ps before the peak amplified laser pulse and the rising edge of the laser pulse are checked. The corner cube (CC) can be set onto a second manual delay line to allow successive scans with different offset values to cover delays greater than 600 ps between the fundamental and the second harmonic. The pedestal has been studied in this way in the ns range (Fourmaux et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2005; Itatani et al., 1998). The background level limits the dynamic range over which the measurement can be achieved. This is determined by blocking the fundamental frequency on the transmitted part of the beam. It should also be mentioned that the cross-correlator measurement increases the pulse duration up to $\sim 100$ fs due to pulse dispersion by the vacuum window, filters and BBO crystals used in the cross-correlator and to sample the beam. Several pre-pulses are usually observed before the main pulse (see in figure 3 the pre-pulse at -10 ps). These correspond to replica of post pulses due to the presence of windows or optics in the laser system and the cross-correlator diagnostic (the 266 nm third harmonic results from a convolution of the 800 nm fundamental wavelength by the 400 nm second harmonic).

Using the ALLS facility 10 TW laser system as example, figure 3 shows the normalized intensity for a time interval before the laser peak intensity of -28 ps up to 14 ps. The LPCR due to the pedestal level is $2 \times 10^5$. Assuming a solid metallic target, a focused intensity of $5 \times 10^{17}$ W/cm$^2$ is then high enough to ionize the target. This clearly demonstrates that standard high power laser systems need to improve the LPCR in order to avoid pre-plasma production.

Fig. 3. Normalized intensity (inverse of LPCR) for the time interval ranging before the laser pulse peak intensity from -28 ps up to +14 ps. Courtesy of A. Laramée and F. Poitras of the ALLS facility technical team.
5. Pulse cleaning techniques for ultrafast laser system

Several techniques have been proposed in order to enhance the LPCR in ultrafast CPA laser system: saturable absorbers (Hong et al., 2005; Itatani et al., 1998), double CPA laser system (Kalashnikov et al., 2005), non linear birefringence (Jullien et al., 2004), cross polarized wave generation (XPW) (Petrov et al., 2007), plasma mirror (Lévy et al., 2007) or second harmonic generation (Toth et al., 2007). Details of these techniques can be found in the cited references. Few of these pulse cleaning techniques have been implemented in high repetition rate 100 TW scale laser systems and usually, the LPCR have only been characterized to a few 100 ps before the laser pulse peak intensity. This section covers the cleaning techniques used before compression, these mainly reduce pre-pulses and ASE on high intensity Ti:Sapphire laser system. The following section will cover the cleaning techniques used after compression.

5.1 Saturable absorber cleaning and high energy injection before power amplification

This cleaning technique is based on removing the pedestal through saturable absorber transmission and high energy injection before power amplification. A saturable absorber is an optical component with a high optical absorption which is reduced at high intensities. As the intensity of the pedestal and any pre-pulses is not intense enough to change the absorption of the saturable absorber, they are not transmitted. But the high intensity portion of the laser pulse will trigger a change in absorption on its rising edge, enhancing the laser pulse temporal contrast ratio for the transmitted laser pulse. This technique has been applied previously to low power laser systems (Hong et al., 2005; Itatani et al., 1998) and is now applied with 100 TW class CPA laser systems, producing an LPCR of $10^8$-$10^9$.

The Canadian ALLS 200 TW laser system uses such a saturable absorber to improve the LPCR before injection into the regenerative amplifier. This laser system produces 25 fs pulses with an energy of 5.4 J after compression at a 10 Hz repetition rate. The maximum intensity obtained with a f/3 off axis parabola is $3 \times 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$ (Fourmaux et al., 2008). The cleaning stage, located between the oscillator and the stretcher, consists of a 14 pass ring amplifier pumped with 8 mJ of energy, followed by a 2 mm thick RG 850 saturable absorber used to increase the LPCR at this stage of amplification. The laser pulse energy after the cleaning stage is 10 µJ, the gain amplification factor is $10^4$ and the saturable absorber transmission is 45%. The fluence in the saturable absorber is 10 mJ/cm$^2$. This allows the injection of a pre-amplified laser pulse with a high LPCR, reducing the required subsequent amplification and hence decreasing ASE production.

The normalized intensity of the laser system is shown in figure 4 for a time delay before $I_{\text{peak}}$ ranging from -5.4 ns up to +100 ps. This measurement is achieved, using the third order cross-correlator, by setting the corner cube (CC) onto a manual delay line and moving it several times in order to achieve a time delay up to 5.4 ns before $I_{\text{peak}}$. This measurement is achieved, using the third order cross-correlator, by setting the corner cube (CC) onto a manual delay line and moving it several times in order to achieve a time delay up to 5.4 ns before $I_{\text{peak}}$. The LPCR exhibits a minimum 55 ps before $I_{\text{peak}}$ at $10^9$, increasing for longer delays; for example, the LPCR is $2.5 \times 10^8$ at -500 ps. The inset in figure 4 shows the normalized intensity for a time delay before $I_{\text{peak}}$ ranging from -500 up to +100 ps; this is basically the coherent contrast. Small bumps with a 500-600 ps periodicity can be observed in figure 4. These correspond to a reproducible instrument artifact from an angular shift that occurs at the centre of the motorized translation’s travel (delay line D). This does not affect the aspect of the ASE signal.

There is a general deterioration of the LPCR for increasing delays before $I_{\text{peak}}$, especially in the interval between 250 ps and 2.1 ns with a value close to $2.5 \times 10^8$. We attribute this trend to the ASE generated inside the regenerative amplification. Indeed, during this delay range,
the amplification is sufficiently high to produce an important amount of ASE. During the amplification process, injecting the chirped laser pulse temporally decreases the ASE. For an amplifier in the saturation regime, this occurs because of the competition between the ASE and the stretched pulse to deplete the population of excited states. As the number of photons is greater in the chirped pulse compared to ASE, this depletion occurs to the detriment of the ASE. This explains why the LPCR remains high for delays close to the amplified laser pulse. Considering this LPCR, a maximum peak intensity of $2.5 \times 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$ is acceptable for the pedestal intensity to remain below the ionization threshold $10^{12}$ W/cm$^2$. Taking into account the correction factor due to the pulse broadening increases this intensity to $2 \times 10^{21}$ W/cm$^2$; this is greater than the maximum peak intensity that can be reached by such a laser system with a f/3 off-axis parabola. Thus with these focusing conditions the LPCR is high enough to avoid pre-plasma production on target before the rising edge of the laser pulse. However, the energy deposited before the peak intensity must also remain below the ablation threshold (1 J/cm$^2$). Due to the LPCR degradation a few ns before the peak laser intensity, this limits the peak intensity to $1.7 \times 10^{18}$ W/cm$^2$, well below the maximum intensity that can be obtained with this laser system. Thus, even though the LPCR is $10^9$ a few10's of ps before the peak laser intensity, the ASE of this laser system is an issue. A simple method to reduce the ASE in this system has been proposed: it consists of adding an additional saturable absorber after the regenerative cavity in order to reduce the pre-pulses and the pedestal (Fourmaux et al., 2011).

Fig. 4. Normalized intensity (inverse of LPCR) for large delays before the laser pulse peak intensity up to 5.4 ns. The inset shows a magnification of the time interval ranging from -500 ps up to +100 ps.
5.2 XPW technique

XPW generation is a third order non-linear process that rotates the polarization of the laser pulse; the intensity of the rotated pulse is cubic with the input intensity. Thus XPW generation is well adapted for enhancing the LPCR of a femtosecond laser pulse. When used between crossed-polarizers, XPW generation rejects the low-intensity parts of the pulse to improve the LPCR. A barium fluoride (BaF2) nonlinear crystal is usually used for XPW generation. Details of the XPW technique and research related to the prospects of its implementation on high power laser systems can be found in several publications (Cotel et al., 2006; Jullien et al., 2004; Jullien, Albert et al.; Ramirez et al., 2011).

Techniques using XPW generation have been implemented in a double CPA geometry on a few 10 TW class laser system: "salle jaune" (10 Hz, 1.5 J, 30 fs) at LOA (Flacco et al., 2010) and LOASIS laser system (10 Hz, 500 mJ, 40 fs) at LBNL (Plateau et al., 2009), but except for measurements in the ps time range, no detailed characterization of the LPCR is available. The XPW technique has also been implemented on the HERCULES laser at CUOS without the use of an additional CPA. To achieve this, a higher input energy (1 µJ) is used for XPW generation in two BaF2 crystals mounted in series with an AOPDF to compensate for the dispersion in the optics. The laser system produces after 1.5 J of energy in a 30 fs pulse after compression at a 0.1 Hz repetition rate (Chvykov et al., 2006). Their measurement indicate an LPCR improvement of 3 orders of magnitude for the pedestal level at a few hundred ps before the peak intensity. Chvykov et al. have demonstrated an LPCR of $10^{11}$ using XPW in this single CPA geometry. No detailed characterization on the ns range is presented in their work and the low repetition rate allows only 0.15 W of average power, insufficient for high brightness laser based applications. According to the authors, this LPCR level is high enough to work with a laser pulse focused to an on target intensity of $10^{22}$ W/cm$^2$ and avoid pre-plasma production.

6. Coherent contrast improving cleaning techniques

The previously described techniques are used to clean the laser pulse before compression. Thus, they do not improve the coherent contrast which is limited by the imperfect pulse compression associated with deficient manipulations of the laser spectrum. Steepening the rising edge of the laser pulse is important for laser generated processes such as proton acceleration or harmonics generation on solid targets, to properly control the laser plasma interaction (Grismayer & Mora, 2006; Teubner et al., 2003). Using a cleaning technique after compression is challenging for high power laser systems as an energy level of several Joule precludes the use of standard transmission optical components.

6.1 Second harmonic generation

This technique is commonly used on high power laser systems with longer pulse durations, from 100's of fs to ns (using Nd:glass amplification crystals), because high conversion efficiencies are easily attained using non-linear crystals such as KDP (potassium dihydrogen phosphate), KD*P (potassium dideuterium phosphate), BBO ($\beta$-barium borate) or LBO (lithium triborate). For example, close to 70 % second harmonics conversion efficiency can be obtained using a 1054 nm laser pulse with ps pulse duration into a KDP crystal of a few mm length at a laser intensity of 100 GW/cm$^2$ (Amiranoff et al., 1999). Second harmonic generation is more difficult for Ti:Sapphire high power laser systems with pulse durations between 25 - 60 fs and an energy of several Joule (Begishev et al., 2004; Marcinkevičius et al., 2003). A very short pulse duration requires that a thin doubling crystal
be used because of the group velocity mismatch between the fundamental and the second harmonic wavelength at 800 and 400 nm respectively. For example, group velocity mismatch limits the optimum KDP crystal thickness to 600 µm for a 50 fs laser pulse duration, reducing the length over which efficient second harmonic generation can occur.

Usually, when considering high power laser system with large beams operated under vacuum after compression, it is easier to directly propagate the beam in the doubling crystal instead of using an afocal system, with optical components in reflection, to reduce the beam diameter. Another reason to keep the beam diameter large is to keep a sufficiently low laser intensity to avoid self phase modulation effects that decreases the conversion efficiency and distorts the beam wavefront. Using a laser system with 3 J of energy, 90 mm beam diameter at full aperture is typical. Today, the only crystal that can be found with such large dimensions is KDP.

Moreover, the second harmonics crystal must not distort the wavefront to avoid degraded beam focusing, thus requiring good optical quality surfaces. Unfortunately, the larger diameter crystal require a greater thickness to maintain a good optical quality: for example, 1 mm thickness for a 100 mm full aperture diameter KDP crystal. Another problem with using a very short pulse duration is the frequency bandwidth; a typical bandwidth of 80 nm is necessary to obtain a 25 fs laser pulse duration. The second harmonic generation will remain efficient as long as the phase matching conditions are satisfied. This occurs only over a limited range of wavelength, thus reducing the effective bandwidth.

Fig. 5. Second harmonic conversion efficiency as a function of the intensity on the KDP doubling crystal using the 10 TW ALLS laser system. The results have been obtained with two crystals thickness: 1 mm (square) and 600 µm (triangle).

The optimum conversion efficiency has been measured as a function of the incident energy using a KDP doubling crystal with the 10 TW ALLS laser system having a 32 fs laser pulse duration. The result is shown on figure 5 for two crystal dimensions: 1 mm thick × 60
mm diameter (square) and 600 µm thick × 40 mm diameter (triangle). Note that the pulse duration has been optimized for each crystal thickness in order to obtain the maximum conversion efficiency (the pulse duration was set by changing the optical distance between the compression gratings). The maximum energy used in this measurement for both KDP crystals thickness is 180 mJ after compression. This cleaning technique has been used with the INRS 10 TW laser system in order to limit the hydrodynamic plasma expansion when laser pulses where focused on solid target to produce Kα x-ray line emission; the laser system was producing 60 fs pulses of 600 mJ energy per pulse at a 10 Hz repetition rate. In this particular case, the contrast ratio at the fundamental frequency was close to $10^5$, for both the picosecond and the nanosecond time range. In these experiments, the beam was frequency doubled with a KDP crystal to achieve a high contrast ratio exceeding $10^9$. A good beam quality was maintained at 400 nm in the near and far field. A conversion efficiency of 40% was achieved using a 1 mm thick KDP crystal. This reduces the available energy before focusing down to 200 mJ but maintains the repetition rate without any limitation in the number of pulses (Toth et al., 2005; 2007). When a sufficiently high conversion efficiency is achieved, the advantages of this techniques, are that it maintains the nominal repetition rate of the laser system and improves the LPCR (square of the initial value) while requiring only a relatively simple experimental setup (direct propagation inside the doubling crystal is enough). It should be pointed out that, when frequency doubling the laser pulse, a large fraction of the energy remains a the fundamental frequency. To take fully advantage of the LPCR improvement of the second harmonic, the 400 nm wavelength has to be discriminated from the 800 nm wavelength as this last one arrives in advance in time compare to the 400 nm wavelength (usually this is realized by using several dichroic mirrors). The drawbacks of this technique are the low conversion efficiency because of unadapted crystal (for lack of availability) and the difficulty in obtaining the optimum phase matching conditions.

6.2 Plasma mirror

The principle of the plasma mirror is shown in figure 6: a glass plate with an anti-reflection coating is inserted at 45° into the converging laser beam, after the the focusing optics (typically an off-axis parabola) and a few mm before the laser focus. The laser fluence on the plasma mirror is approximately 100 J/cm², corresponding to a peak intensity of $10^{15}$-$10^{16}$ W/cm².
on the plate (considering a 30 fs pulse duration). Such an intensity generates a solid-density plasma on the glass plate surface, reflecting the laser pulse at its critical density. Since the laser pedestal and any pre-pulses are not intense enough to produce dielectric breakdown, these are not reflected and propagate through the plate. There is thus an enhancement of the laser pulse temporal contrast ratio (LPCR) for the reflected laser pulse. The plasma mirror is laterally translated after each shot to present a fresh surface for the next shot. The advantage of such a technique is to reduce both the pre-pulse, ASE and rising front of the laser pulse.

Several group have developed plasma mirror systems (Doumy et al., 2004; Dromey et al., 2004; Hörlein et al., 2008; Nomura et al., 2007; Wittmann et al., 2006).

A double plasma mirror geometry has been implemented on a 10 TW laser system at CEA-Saclay. This laser nominally produces 60 fs pulses with 700 mJ energy at a 10 Hz repetition rate. Implementing the plasma mirror reduces the repetition rate to 1 Hz with a total reflectivity of 50 % and a total shot number limited to 2000 (Thaury et al., 2007).

7. Conclusion

Characterization and improvement of the LPCR is a crucial problem for laser plasma interaction on solid targets as ultra-short laser systems delivering increasing energy and peak intensity become available. Several techniques are available to control the laser-target interaction to avoid damaging the target or producing a pre-plasma, but none of these can compensate all the different causes of LPCR degradation (pre-pulses, ASE and rising edge of the laser front) with good efficiency while maintaining the laser repetition rate. For the study of basic physics processes, the plasma mirror has proven to be an important tool but its implementation is non trivial and the limited number of shots available prevents its applications outside the field of basic research. The two more widespread techniques used today on commercial high intensity laser system, XPW and high energy injection after a saturable absorber, do not improve the coherent contrast. Moreover, the pre-pulses or the ASE level have to be checked carefully so they remain low enough not to affect the interaction conditions.

Improvement of these techniques is still an active area of research both for the use of high intensity laser system in the field of fundamental physics studies and for the development of technological applications. Until now, LPCR reduction techniques are clearly advantaged for laser based process and applications using gas targets since the requirements are important but not critical as for solid targets.
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